Exhibit: 4I
Scout
This woman is connected with Ian Pickett, she is a Bernie Sanders supporter she may also be at the meeting.

Scout

Work from home
Lives in Colville, Washington
Married

John Jacob Schmidt
Hmmm... to pick a fight, or not pick a fight...
To throw down with them, or choose a different battle...
I'm so undecided
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Hmmm... to pick a fight, or not pick a fight...
To throw down with them, or choose a different battle...
I'm so undecided
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John Jacob Schmidt
Skull stomping godless communists does have a very strong appeal
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Heather Scott
Sounds like the name of a rock band.
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Heather Scott
A
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Scout
I'm all for Christians doing some skull stomping in defense of their faith.
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Verumbellator
Check to see if they are on any of our pages.
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Scout
Roger
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Matthew Shea
November 7 at 1:07 PM

Jason Wilson of the Guardian is linked directly to Antifa. Many believe Antifa is a Domestic Terrorist organization. They keep attacking me like they are attacking President Trump. In fact, they use many of the exact same smears. That's because we are exposing them for the Deep State Socialists they are. They will not win. We will keep exposing them... Socialism will not win in America.

https://pjmedia.com/.../report-shows-online-ties-linking-huf...
https://www.independent.co.uk/.../antifa-domestic-terrorists-...